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Varicella zoster virus (VZV) causes chickenpox
(varicella) in children, becomes latent in dorsal
root ganglia, and reactivates decades later to
produce shingles (zoster). Zoster and its neurologic
complications are an important cause of morbidity,
and occasionally mortality, particularly in the
elderly and immunocompromised population. Any
attempt to prevent virus reactivation must begin
with an understanding of the physical state of virus
during latency, not the least of which is identi®cation of the cell type in human ganglia which
harbors virus.
Last year, Kennedy et al (1998), using both in situ
hybridization (ISH) and PCR-ISH, found latent VZV
located predominantly in trigeminal ganglionic
neurons from normal humans (Figure 1). The
neuronal signal was exclusively nuclear. Originally,
using [35S]nick-translated DNA probes spanning the
entire VZV genome, Hyman et al (1983) detected
VZV RNA by in situ hybridization (ISH) exclusively
in the cytoplasm of 0.08 ± 0.3% of neurons in three
of nine latently infected trigeminal ganglia from
three of ®ve individuals. Although the faint signal
seen after 3 days of exposure to the emulsion could
have resulted from nonspeci®c binding of probe to
perinuclear cytoplasmic pigment often seen in
neurons of elderly humans, the same authors later
reported VZV RNA in three trigeminal ganglia from
nine individuals (Tenser and Hyman, 1987). The
detection of VZV nucleic acid (probably RNA) in
the cytoplasm of latently infected human ganglionic
neurons was con®rmed when Gilden et al (1987)
used a 1.75 kb, 32P-labeled riboprobe transcribed
from the SalI-P fragment of VZV DNA correspond-
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ing to VZV gene 63, which after 6 weeks of exposure
to emulsion, revealed VZV-speci®c nucleic acids
exclusively in neurons in two of four thoracic
ganglia from one subject (Gilden et al, 1987). Since
the radiolabeled VZV probe would have bound to
DNA or RNA, and grains were seen over the
cytoplasm of neurons, the signal most likely
re¯ected VZV RNA. While all three reports agree
that VZV was latent exclusively in neurons, there
were some con¯icting ®ndings. For example,
Gilden et al (1987) found VZV in many neurons,
in contrast to the rare detection of VZV in neurons
reported by Hyman et al (1983) and Tenser and
Hyman (1987). While no immediate explanation for
the different number of latently infected neurons is
obvious, the differences reported could re¯ect the
different ganglia used (thoracic compared to trigeminal), the longer exposure time used by Gilden
et al (1987), or even low level virus reactivation.
Meanwhile, the rare detection of VZV in neurons is
supported by the low VZV burden (6 ± 31 copies in
105 human ganglionic cells) determined by quantitative PCR (Mahalingam et al, 1993).
Later Dueland et al (1995) ampli®ed VZV in situ
followed by ISH with nonradioactive digoxigenin
labeled DNA probes, and found VZV DNA exclusively in the cytoplasm of neurons of trigeminal
ganglia from ®ve of seven subjects. While their
®ndings support the studies by Hyman et al (1983)
and Gilden et al (1987), the detection of VZV DNA
in the cytoplasm of neurons was unexpected.
Localization of DNA in cytoplasm might be due to
the leakage of small product (250 bp) ampli®ed
DNA from the nucleus, particularly since a larger
ampli®cation product (640 bp) of a cellular gene
(tubulin) was localized within the nucleus of all
cells. Although ampli®cation in situ followed by
ISH is a powerful technique, the PCR can be affected
by the quality of the ganglia, the ®xative, the
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Figure 1 Detection of VZV DNA (gene 29) using in situ-PCR
ampli®cation in a normal adult human trigeminal ganglion.
Ampli®ed VZV DNA sequences (arrows) are shown in the nuclei
of two neurons. (6570).

pretreatment protocol, the size of the ampli®ed
segment, and any leakage outside the target cell.
Thus, even with rigorous controls, results must be
interpreted cautiously.
In contrast to all the studies described above,
there are two reports of VZV in perineuronal
satellite cells (Croen et al, 1988; Meier et al, 1993).
Using 35S-labeled riboprobes, Croen et al (1988)
detected VZV RNA corresponding to VZV genes 4,
29, 62 and 63 in 0.01 ± 0.15% of non-neuronal cells
in trigeminal ganglia from 15 of 30 individuals after
4 ± 7 days of exposure. Using 35S-labeled riboprobes
speci®c for VZV genes 28, 29 and 62, Meier et al
(1993) found VZV RNA with VZV gene 29- and 62speci®c probes in non-neuronal cells of multiple
human trigeminal ganglia. In the same study, using
35
S-labeled riboprobes speci®c for VZV genes 4, 10,
28, 29, 61 and 62 in Northern blotting, they detected
only VZV genes 29 and 62, but not VZV gene 4, thus
failing to con®rm their earlier detection by ISH of
VZV gene 4 during latency.
Further complicating these issues is the report by
Lungu et al (1995) that VZV DNA was present in
both neurons and non-neuronal cells of latently
infected human ganglia. They examined ten ganglia
from two adults by ISH with a ¯uorescein-labeled
oligonucleotide probe and ampli®ed the signal with
an anti-¯uorescein antibody conjugated to alkaline
phosphatase. A VZV-speci®c signal was detected in
5 ± 30% of both neurons and non-neuronal cells.
The abundance of VZV-positive cells reported by

these authors contradicts not only the smaller
numbers described in earlier ISH experiments
(Hyman et al, 1983; Croen et al, 1988), but also the
small amount of VZV detected by quantitative PCR
in latently infected human ganglia (Mahalingam et
al, 1993). Recently, Lungu et al (1998) have also
shown the presence of translation products of VZV
ORFs 4, 21, 29, 62 and 63 predominantly in the
cytoplasm of neurons of latently infected human
ganglia.
Although zoster does not develop in any animals
after experimental infection with VZV, they will
produce antibody (Wroblewska et al, 1993) and
VZV can be found in ganglia. For example, SadzotDelvaux et al (1990) infected rats with VZV, and
removed ganglia 1 ± 9 months later. Using either
radioactively (35S) or nonradioactively (biotin)
labeled DNA probes representing the entire VZV
genome and anti-VZV antibodies, VZV nucleic
acids (DNA and RNA) and proteins were found
exclusively in neurons of dissociated dorsal root
ganglion cells in culture. The detection of VZVspeci®c proteins suggests virus reactivation, and
most importantly, from neurons.
Using the same rat model, antibodies raised
against in vitro-expressed VZV gene 63 detected
the expression of the viral protein in neurons
(Debrus et al, 1995). VZV gene 63 protein was also
found exclusively in the cytoplasm of neurons in 10
of 52 latently infected human trigeminal and
thoracic ganglia from 6 of 19 individuals (Mahalingam et al, 1996). Although none of the subjects
whose ganglia were studied had any recent
apparent VZV infection, low level virus reactivation
is always possible. Even so, virus-speci®c protein
was detected only in neurons. In contrast, in ganglia
examined 33 days after experimental infection of
mice with VZV, VZV RNA transcribed from the
EcoRI-C and D fragments was found mostly in nonneuronal cells and occasionally in neurons (Wroblewska et al, 1993). Table 1 summarizes results of
human and animal models of VZV latency.

Conclusion
Despite considerable work by numerous laboratories, the exact intracellular location of latent VZV
in human ganglia is still unclear. Problems are both
clinical and technical. First, studies of human
autopsy material may be confounded by the risk
of low level subclinical virus reactivation. This
issue may be resolved by identi®cation of different
VZV transcripts. For example, the detection of VZV
early genes, in the absence of late virus gene
transcription, is a hallmark of latency, and indicates
probable lack of reactivation. Second, many ISH
studies used radioactive probes, and the results
were dependent upon the very subjective observation of grains, often very few, which may have
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Table 1 Ganglionic cells latently infected with varicella zoster virus
Species

Neurons

Human
Human
Human
Human
Human
Human
Human
Human
Human
Human
Rat
Rat
Mouse

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Cell-type
Non-neuronal cells

+
+
+
rare

+

Technique

Reference

ISH
ISH
ISH
ISH
ISH
PCR ± ISH
ISH
IHC*
PCR ± ISH
IHC
ISH
IHC
ISH

Hyman et al, 1983
Tenser and Hyman, 1987
Gilden et al, 1987
Croen et al, 1988
Meier et al, 1993
Dueland et al, 1995
Lungu et al, 1995
Mahaligam et al, 1996
Kennedy et al, 1998
Lungu et al, 1998
Sadzot-Delvaux et al, 1990
Debrus et al, 1995
Wroblewska et al, 1993

*Immunohistochemistry.

bound nonspeci®cally to cells. A color indicator
system applied after hybridization of a nonradioactive probe to latently infected ganglia may pinpoint
the cell containing a speci®c viral DNA or its
transcript. Third, the low abundance of VZV in
latently infected ganglia has not allowed its
detection consistently by ISH. It is becoming
increasingly evident that direct incorporation of
digoxigenin or biotin-labeled nucleotide in the PCR
reaction or a PCR step to amplify the VZV gene of
interest followed by ISH is necessary. Latent VZV
transcripts can also be ampli®ed in individual
ganglionic cells either by direct RT ± PCR or
combined with in situ transcription (Van Gelder et
al, 1990). Another in vitro technique to identify
cells latently infected with VZV would isolate fresh
ganglionic cells and sort them by size selection, by
panning or by attachment to neuron or other cell
surface-speci®c antibody; after enrichment, the
various cell populations can be analyzed for virus
by ISH, PCR-ISH, RT ± PCR-ISH, or PCR alone.
Finally, simian varicella virus (SVV) infection of
primates parallels VZV infection of humans (Mahalingam et al, 1991). An advantage of the SVV
primate infection model is that healthy latently
infected ganglia can be removed from anesthetized
monkeys just before necropsy and before reactivation becomes an issue. An additional advantage of

the primate system is that an expressible marker can
be incorporated into the SVV genome which will
readily localize the cell containing latent virus.
Although the VZV genome can similarly be
manipulated, experimental infection with modi®ed
virus is not possible in humans.
Overall, the careful hard work of numerous
laboratories around the world which analyze VZV
latency have increasingly indicated that neurons
are the primary cell infected during latency in
ganglia. However, the exact location within neurons
and a more accurate abundance of latent virus
remain to be determined. Such important questions
have considerable practical interest since strategies
designed to prevent virus reactivation and subsequent neurologic disease is dependent on a more
complete understanding of the molecular basis of
VZV latency.
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